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EMANUELE GANDINI
HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGNER
LINKEDIN: www.linkedin.com/in/emanuele-gandini
EMAIL: gandiniemanuele94@gmail.com

GAYMINOUT
UX Designer (2021-Ongoing)

MIT (massachusetts institute of technology)
Design Researcher | Interaction Designer (2020 - Ongoing)

INNOVATION BY DESIGN (INTERNSHIP)
Service Design | Strategic Design (2018-2019)

INNOVATION BY DESIGN
Service Design | Design Researcher (2020-Ongoing)

EDUCATIONTECHNISCHE UNIVERSITEIT DELFT
MSc Design for Interactions (2017-2020)

Identifying through research the most important aspects of financial-
wellbeing and use these outcomes to create a tool for banks for spoting 
opportunity areas and new services models.

During my internship, I have been involved in projects related to different 
fields. In most of the projects, I worked on the strategic parts (e.g. 
trend scouting, envisioning) and the service parts (e.g. definition of the 
stakeholders, users journeys).

I have been working on multiple user experience research and design 
activities, including secondary and primary research, developing 
user journeys, personas and supporting in workshop and co-creation 
activities. These activities have been used to design new (digital) 
services in fields such as healthcare, e-commerce, and finance. 

I have been collaborating with Gayminout to redesign their website, and to 
design the website in collaboration with ActionAid. I have been in charge of 
both the research phase ( including co-creation worskshop and banchbark 
activities), and the design process.

During the Design for Interaction Master, I have learned to structure in-depth 
research and to realize detailed solutions based on the different outcomes. 
The master focuses on providing human-center knowledge, thus the basis for 
becoming interaction | Service | UX | Strategic designers.

During my Bachelor in Product Design, I have understood the essentials of the 
design field. I have learned the crucial aspects of a standard design process, 
and which are the essential aspects of the context to keep in mind while 
designing a solution.

POLITECNICO DI MILANO
BSA Industrial Design (2013 - 2016)
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